
Microsoft Edge Tools 
 

Edge has a few perks you may not have noticed. In the top right corner of the Edge browser 
there are a few buttons that look like this 

 
 
(from left to right): The first one is Reading View. This is a option on some websites, mostly 
ones with articles. This works more so with Microsoft pages, like msn. Imagine reading the 
newspaper and being able to magically make the one story you’re reading consolidated and ad 
free. That is a comparison to what that button does. (this can be used in addition to the 4th 
button (Make a web note) will cover that further along) 
 
The second one is Favorite's: Pretty self explanatory if you've used bookmarks or favorites 
before. It allows you to save the web page and keep them organized. Here is an example. 

  
This allows you to save the page or reading material to your hub(the next button). Pretty simple. 
Reading list is pretty much the same as favorites just a predestination for articles. 
 
 



The Third button is your Hub. This is where your Favorites, Reading list, Browsing history, and 
Downloads are saved and listed. Anything you viewed in edge over the course of using your 
computer is saved in your history. (this doesn’t include chrome, firefox or internet explorer. 
Those have their own.) 
 
The fourth button is “Make a web note” - This is a pretty neat and very useful tool for teachers 
who like to use web pages to teach because it essentially allows you or your students to draw, 
highlight, make notes, screenshot the page you're on. So in a sense it’s like a promethean 
board overlay(ActivInspire). At the very least try this on a webpage before closing this 
email/document 
 
The Fifth button is “Share” this could be the website or a screenshot of what you’re looking at in 
the website. That can be shared on most of the media accounts out there. There should be a 
few already populating the side window. Which more can be added if it isn’t already there. 
 
Finally the last option is “More” there are a lot of options here so I will try to touch base on all of 
them 

● New window - Opens a Completely separate window (not a new tab) 
● New Inprivate Window - Same as a normal window except any passwords, searches, 

and data that would be saved normally is deleted after the browser is closed. 
● Zoom - Scales the website increasing or decreasing size of all media on page. 
● Cast media to device - Microsoft's fancy way of saying bluetooth.(Same functionality) 
● Find on page - opens a little search bar under your URL bar allowing you to search for 

specific words on the website 
● Print - Print 
● Pin this page to start - Creates a little box icon on your start menu to the website 
● F12 Developer tools - This is for people who are very good at HTML coding and i would 

suggest to never open this. If you do just exit it. 
● Open with Internet explorer - This allows you to open the page in the old browser from 

previous version of windows. Usually works better in some scenarios for websites. 
● Send feedback - Allows you to choose a few options depending on what is going on like 

reporting a site for phishing, or if edge actually is bugging out. 
● Extensions - these are apps that come from the store which is disabled. 
● What’s new and tips - Shows you a lot of neat features which makes this email pretty 

redundant! So if you’re craving for more look at what they have to show. 
● Settings - This is a rather in depth tab as well, you can change the theme of your web 

browser from light to dark. You can make certain websites open when you open edge. 
You can change how it reacts to a new tab opening (suggests most used pages, a clear 
page, etc). Favorites. Choose what browsing history to clear. Account settings 
(assuming you have a Microsoft account.) The last options changes your reading view 
layout. 


